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average number of firearms owned41.8

average household income$117,940
average amount spent on 
guns, ammo & gear yearly$4,430
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Guncrafter Industries’ new Model 5 
is the perfect fit for self defense—
it hits like a ton of bricks and rides 

comfortably at your side, all day long.

BY ERIC CONN 
PHOTOS BY ALEX LANDEEN

REVIEW // HANDGUNS

BRICKS 
SLINGIN’ 

W
hile it might sound like a contradiction, Gun-
crafter Industries has proven there is such a 
thing as a .50-caliber handgun that’s shoot-
able and well suited for everyday carry. The 
company’s new Model 5, which is built around 

a 1911 officer-size frame and founder Alex Zimmerman’s cus-
tom-engineered .50 GI cartridge, defies the common notion that 
the .50 caliber has no place in the everyday carry world. 
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tively imagined what kind of weapon would best enable him 
and his team to complete their mission and to get to a landing 
zone for extraction. He recognized the value of flexibility in a 
firearm and focused on more adaptability for the AR-15/M-16 
platform. After getting out of the service, he designed the .50 
Caliber Quick Change Barrel for Fabrique National as well as 
large capacity magazines for the AR-15 and Mini-14. His most 
recent project is the Hydra Carbine modular lower receiver.

The Hydra lower receiver is a two-piece modular unit instead 
of the standard one-piece AR lower. The front interchangeable 
magazine well allows the use of low-priced and commonly 
available AK magazines instead of AR magazines designed to 
handle the 7.62x39 round. 

While Rock River makes an AR designed to use the AK maga-
zine, that receiver will only handle the AK magazine. By creat-
ing a modular lower receiver, the Hydra not only works with 

What makes the AR platform so 
adaptable is the ability to pull two 
pins and change it from a 9mm 
carbine to a long-range rifle in less 
than a minute. You only need to 
own one receiver to have the capa-
bility to do almost anything except 
maybe take the largest game on the 

planet. That level of adaptability 
has created a whole generation of 
“ARphiles” who own multiple rifles 
and upper units with a boatload of 
accessories. With 86 pages of acces-
sories in the Brownell Catalog de-
voted to the AR-15, it is the Barbie 
doll of firearms. The standard AR-

15 receiver can be adapted 
to a plethora of calibers from .22 
rimfire to .50 caliber.

Of course, some of the calibers 
the AR will handle require differ-
ent magazines and some of those 
magazines can get pretty expensive 
because of low production levels. 
Enter the MGI Marck 15 Hydra. 
The Hydra is the brainchild of 
Mack Gwinn Jr. His appreciation 
for weapons began when he was 
a young Vietnam-era soldier in 
the U.S. Army Special Forces recon 
team. Frequently inserted by heli-
copter behind enemy lines where 
he and his men faced opposition of 
platoon, company and even regi-
mental strength, Gwinn construc-

RIFLES // REVIEW

he defining feature that’s made the AR-15 the 
most popular rifle platform in history is versatility. 
ARs have the ability to do almost anything. They 

are viable hunting rifles, they have the capability of winning 
precision matches like the National Rifle Championship and 
they’re the gun of choice for fast run-and-gun shooting like 
Designated Marksman and 3-Gun competition. Of course, 
they’re also wonderful as utility and defensive firearms.

T

The MGI  
Hydra Modular

Mark Gwinn Jr. recognized the value of flexibility in a firearm  
and focused on more adaptability for the AR-15/M16 platform.

BY DICK JONES

Once the barrel locking arms are rotated out, the barrel simply slides 
out. Aligning the gas tube for reassembly was easy. Author Photo

MGI HYRDRA  
CALIBER: 7.62x39 as tested, also 5.56 Nato, 

9mm, .300 Blackout, .450 Thumper 
and 5.45 x 39

ACTION TYPE: Semi-auto, direct impingement as 
tested, also available in piston-
operated .223 or blowback 9mm

RECEIVER: Two-piece modular lower,  
switch barrel upper 

BARREL: 16 in. as tested

MAGAZINE: 30-round AK

TRIGGER: Standard AR-15 

SIGHTS: Flattop receiver and AR-15  
front as tested  

STOCK: Six-position adjustable

WEIGHT: 7.2 lbs. as tested  

OVERALL LENGTH: 35¾ in. with stock extended

ACCESSORIES: 1 magazine

SRP: $1,299

WEBSITE: mgi-military.com
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RIFLES // REVIEW 

I 
don’t know if it was intentional, but Ruger’s timing was impeccable. 
In 2009 during the height of the AR boom, Ruger released the SR-
556, a gas piston-operated AR. People were buying ARs at any price, 
which was good, because the SR-556 commands a $2,000 price 
tag — pretty typical for a piston AR. Sales have cooled off a bit, and 

by cooled off, I mean ARs are being sold by the half-truckload, as com-
pared to the whole truckload, and consumers are looking for well-priced 
ARs. To fill that need, Ruger has just released the AR-556, with an MSRP 
of $750. The estimated retail price will be somewhere in the $600-$650 
range. In keeping with the spirit of the Ruger American Rifle, this is a real 
bargain — you’re getting a lot of performance for a fair price.

RUGER AR-556 
The American icon rolls out a quality AR for the 
budget-conscious shooter. // BY ROBB MANNING
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GEAR // SHOOTING

The lowdown on three rifle cases that convert into shooting mats BY JAMES CARD

GO PRONE IN COMFORT

SHOOTING TIP
Keep the rifle mounted firm against 
the shoulder during reloading. Also 
keep your ammo, shooting journal 
and other equipment within easy 
reach to limit the amount of move-
ment that will slow you down as you 
dope the rifle.

SHOOTING TIP
Notice how this shooter has his left 
foot sticking up. You want to keep 

your feet pressed flat against the 
ground to gain as much stability as 

possible (like the shooter on the left). 
Practice flexing your ankles as far as 

you can without discomfort.

BLACKHAWK! LONG 
GUN PACK MAT
This can be converted into a rifle case, 
a rifle-holding backpack, a drag bag 
and a shooting mat. With the backpack 
feature, this one is a standout for 
shooters who intend to hike into 
rugged country and will need a mat for 
prone shooting once they get there. 
Think varmint hunters and 
big-game hunters in the 
high country. It can also 
be used as a rifle scabbard 
for traveling on horseback. 
The concealable backpack 
harness straps and belt are 
tucked away when the pack is being 
used as a case or shooting mat. It fits 
rifles up to 50 inches long and it is 
made with 1,000-denier nylon, closed-
cell foam padding and HawkTex, a 
grippy material that creates friction. It 
comes in black desert tan or olive drab. 
($250, blackhawk.com)

    SLUMBERJACK 
RIFLE HAULER MAT

This mat/case is the lightweight, 
fully padded contender of the 

bunch. The design is simple and 
lacking of frills other than a 

pocket for small items and dual 
carry handles. The buckles can be 
loosened or cinched down so just 

about any rifle can be fitted inside. 
The rifle is secured on one end by 
slipping the butt into an interior 
pocket and secured on the other 

end by a fold-over flap. This is an 
excellent choice for a shooter who 

only occassionally shoots from a 
prone position but also wants a 
simple and rugged rifle case. It 
comes in Kryptek’s Highlander 

camo. It measures 58 inches long 
and 27 inches wide when open. 

($85, slumberjack.com)

The top flap folds over the 
exterior of the case and is 
secured by a buckle that 
cinches the case tight.Removable pouches can be 

arranged where you want 
them on the velcro strip.

our print circulation is focused on top gun owners that are looking to 
buy. this targeted circulation is affordable for any marketing budget 
because its focus is on the most lucrative consumers of guns, ammo and 
gear. you don’t pay for a lot of readers that can only dream about owning 
your products. this is why you get a better return on your advertising 
when you invest your marketing dollars in gun digest. 

By placing your advertising message in gun digest, you’ll reach and 
influence America’s most active gun buying audience . 

* publisher readership survey

Your advertising message will reach & impact 
america’s top gun owner in gun digest

Whether it is a  
rifle, handgun, shotgun, 
airgun or muzzleloader 
that’s cutting edge, col-
lectible or historic, if has 

to do with shooting, it 
can be found  
in Gun Digest.

When you place your advertising message in gun digest, your 
message will reach an audience of gun owners and shooting 
enthusiasts that person-for-person spends more on guns, ammo 
and gear than any other gun-focused publication. your message is 
delivered to the most lucrative audience of gun buyers that have the 
discretionary income to purchase products like those you sell right 
away. the gun digest reader*:
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February | Predator hunting guns
+ on sale: 02.02.2016 | Ad close: 12.28.2016

spring Quarterly report | rimfires & air guns
• Auction & Show Guide
+ on sale: 02.23.2016 | Ad close: 01.18.2016

march | home defense
• BONUS distribution at spring tulsa gun show
+ on sale: 03.15.2016 | Ad close: 02.08.2016

april | Big guns & dangerous game
+ on sale: 04.05.2016 | Ad close: 02.29.2016

shooter’s guide | annual gear guide
+ on sale: 04.19.2016 | Ad close: 03.14.2016

may | aK rifles
• BONUS distribution at nrA show 
+ on sale: 05.10.2016 | Ad close: 04.04.2016

summer Quarterly report | ammo
• Auction & Show Guide
+ on sale: 05.31.2016 | Ad close: 04.25.2016

June | Long-range shooting
+ on sale: 06.14.2016 | Ad close: 05.09.2016

July | ar rifles
+ on sale: 07.05.2016 | Ad close: 05.30.2016

Concealed Carry | CC guns, ammo & gear
+ on sale: 07.19.2016 | Ad close: 06.13.2016

august | optics & Lasers
+ on sale: 08.09.2016 | Ad close: 07.01.2016

Fall Quarterly report | shooting skills
• Auction & Show Guide
+ on sale: 08.30.2016 | Ad close: 07.25.2016

september – semi-auto handguns
+ on sale: 09.20.2016 | Ad close: 08.15.2016

october | hunting guns
• BONUS distribution at fall tulsa gun show 
+ on sale: 10.18.2016 | Ad close: 09.12.2016

november | suppressors
+ on sale: 11.18.2016 | Ad close: 10.03.2016
 
Winter Quarterly report | gear of the Year
• Auction & Show Guide
+ on sale: 11.29.2016 | Ad close: 10.24.2016

december | reloading
+ on sale: 12.20.2016 | Ad close: 11.14.2016

January | shot show
• BONUS distribution at shot show
+ on sale: 01.10.2017 | Ad close: 12.05.2016

12 monthly issues

every issue of Gun Digest features reviews of the latest handguns, shot-
guns and rifles, as well as coverage of the gear and accessories nec-
essary to safe, fun shooting such as ammunition, optics, hand-loading, 
tactical equipment and more. Articles also teach the skills necessary 
to become a better shooter, spotlight great places around the country 
to shoot and profile the people and events that make the gun-owning 
culture a vital and fascinating part of our American heritage.

4 Quarterly topic reviews

each quarterly report covers a topic that our readership finds valuable 
and has expressed a desire for more information than a regular issue 
delivers. Because of this, our quarterly reports will have longer shelf-life 
and deliver more stories on the cover topic. the quarterlies will also 
contain our Quarterly show & Auction guides – the most comprehen-
sive listing of guns shows and upcoming auction available anywhere.

2 special annual issues

shooter’s gear guide: coming in April, this annual publication is the 
most comprehensive listing of the newest guns, gear and shooting 
accessories that is going to hit store shelves in 2016. 

Concealed Carry: this July issue covers one of the hottest topics in 
America right now as more people look to protect themselves and their 
families when away from their homes. this issue includes a thorough 
listing of the top concealable guns, holsters and gun-related gear.

18 issues in 2016 to 
reach top shooters
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ad sPeCiFiCations 

ComPLete ads: 
• Preferred Format: PDF (PDF/X-1a)
• PDF  1.4 or 1.3

other aCCePtaBLe Formats: 
• Adobe InDesign CS3-CS6 (.indd). Make sure 

files are packaged with fonts and images 
included.

• Adobe Photoshop CS3-CS6 (.psd, .tif/.tiff or 
.jpg/jpeg or .eps). Include fonts for files that are 
unflattened.

• Adobe Illustrator CS3-CS6 (.ai or .eps). Include 
fonts, or create outlines of them.

• QuarkXPress 6.0 – 8.0 (.qxd) Include all fonts 
and images. 

Formats that are not reCommended:
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Publisher
• Microsoft Excel
• Coral Draw
• Microsoft PowerPoint
note: Any other formats should be approved prior to 
submission. 

For ad Creation:
images: 
• raster or continuous tone Artwork: .tif, .psd, 

.jpg, .eps, .png, 300ppi at 100% image size to 
be used.

• vector or line art: .ai or .eps

text: 
• Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx)
• Microsoft Excel (.xls or .xlsx)
• Text Edit (.txt)

CoLor mode:
• CMYK color mode
• NOTE: RGB, lab, spot/Pantone and index 

colors will be converted to CMYK, some color 
shifts may occur.

teChniCaL reQuirements:
• 300 ppi (pixels per inch) for raster or 

continuous tone artwork. 200 ppi will be 
acceptable for tabloids for raster or continuous 
tone.

• NOTE: Anything less than 300/200 ppi will 
result in poor  
print reproduction, the images will appear 
“fuzzy” on the printed product. 

• 600 ppi for vector or line art created in  
illustrator or photoshop. 

• NOTE: Any text layed out in a Photoshop 
document  
should be 600 ppi as well. 

• 300 ppi will be acceptable for vector/line art  
   for tabloids. 
• All fonts need to be embedded 
• Avoid Composite fonts
• Avoid using colored 6pt text
• Make sure any small text uses 100% K  
   or 100% black ink
• Double check overprints and transparency
• Avoid using spot colors, when they are  
   converted to CMYK. 
• Do not exceed 280% ink density for enamel  
   and 260% for newsprint stock.

FtP instruCtions:
directions on how to ftp files:

mac and pc users:
• Use an ftp client software like Filezilla,  

transmit or cyberduck, cuteftp, ect.
• Host: ftp.krause.com
• User ID: anonymous
• Password: their email address
• Go to the Inbound folder and look for the 

publication folder.
• Drag and drop your file into the  

publication folder.
• Files should be zipped or compressed prior to 

upload for unlocked file formats (native apps).

general Conditions: Cancellations must be made in writing and are not accepted after the published ad closing date. Publisher reserves the unrestricted right to reject any advertising at any time after receiving proofs of text and illustrations. Publisher holds advertiser and/or its agency jointly and separately 
liable for such monies as are due. publisher shall not be liable for any costs or damages for failing to publish an ad. position of ads is at the discretion of the publisher except when a specific position is expressly guaranteed in writing. publisher is not responsible for insertion of incorrect pub set key codes. 
It is understood that, in consideration of the publication of advertisements, the advertiser and agency jointly and severally, will unconditionally indemnify and save that publisher, its agents, employees, and officers harmless on demand, from and against any and all loss, liability, and expense (including 
reasonable attorney fees) suffered or incurred by any reason of any claims, proceedings, or suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, plagiarism, copyright infringement, and any other claims or suits based on contents or subject matter of advertisement. Credit and Payment terms: All advertisers must have 
a credit application on file before any advertisement is published. Once credit is approved, payment terms are net 30 days/2% monthly late fee. agency Commission: 15% commission to recognized advertising agencies on general advertising rates only. commission forfeited if not paid within 30 days.

display advertising rates | aLL ads are 4 CoLor
Ad size 1x 3x 6x  12x 18x
page $2,645  $2,445  $2,395  $2,145  $2,030 
2/3 Vertical 1,905 1,755 1,725 1,540 1,430
1/2 Island 1,545 1,425 1,360 1,315 1,180
1/2 H or V 1,420 1,310 1,260 1,215 1,055
1/3 Sq or V 1,050 995 930 870 795
1/4 Vertical 750 685 630 590 540

Cover advertising rates
Ad size 1x 3x 9x 12x 18x
Back  $3,305  $3,055  $2,880  $2,680  $2,670
inside front  3,110  2,880  2,705  2,520  2,325
inside Back  3,110  2,880  2,705  2,520  2,325

Bleed ads: no additional charge.
guaranteed Position: 15% additional.
supplied inserts: Accepted on a limited basis. contact your f+W rep for details.
materials due: day following ad close.

display ad dimensions:
full page: 7" x 10"
2/3 Vertical: 4.625" x 9.5"
1/2 Island: 4.625" x 7"
1/2 Horizontal: 7" x 4.625"
1/2 Vertical: 3.4375" x 9.5"
1/3 Vertical: 2.25" x 9.5"
1/3 Square: 4.625" x 4.625"
1/4 Vertical: 3.4375" x 4.625"

Page size:
trim size: 7.75" x 10.5"
live Area: 7" x 10"
full-page Bleed: 8" x 10.75" 

full page
7" x 10"

2/3 Vert.
4.625" x 9.5"

1/2 Island
4.625" x 7"

1/2 Horiz.
 7" x 4.625"

1/2 Vert.
 3.4375" x 9.5"

1/3 Vert.
2.25" x 9.5"

1/3 Square
4.625" x 4.625"

1/4 Vert.
 3.4375" x 4.625"

1/4 Horiz
 7" x 2.25"

production coordinator:  
Vicky Koss 715.350.7113  
Vicky.Koss@fwcommunity.com
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ad sPeCiFiCations 

ComPLete ads: 
• Preferred Format: PDF (PDF/X-1a)
• PDF  1.4 or 1.3

other aCCePtaBLe Formats: 
• Adobe InDesign CS3-CS6 (.indd). Make sure 

files are packaged with fonts and images 
included.

• Adobe Photoshop CS3-CS6 (.psd, .tif/.tiff or 
.jpg/jpeg or .eps). Include fonts for files that are 
unflattened.

• Adobe Illustrator CS3-CS6 (.ai or .eps). Include 
fonts, or create outlines of them.

• QuarkXPress 6.0 – 8.0 (.qxd) Include all fonts 
and images. 

Formats that are not reCommended:
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Publisher
• Microsoft Excel
• Coral Draw
• Microsoft PowerPoint
note: Any other formats should be approved prior to 
submission. 

For ad Creation:
images: 
• raster or continuous tone Artwork: .tif, .psd, 

.jpg, .eps, .png, 300ppi at 100% image size to 
be used.

• vector or line art: .ai or .eps

text: 
• Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx)
• Microsoft Excel (.xls or .xlsx)
• Text Edit (.txt)

CoLor mode:
• CMYK color mode
• NOTE: RGB, lab, spot/Pantone and index 

colors will be converted to CMYK, some color 
shifts may occur.

teChniCaL reQuirements:
• 300 ppi (pixels per inch) for raster or 

continuous tone artwork. 200 ppi will be 
acceptable for tabloids for raster or continuous 
tone.

• NOTE: Anything less than 300/200 ppi will 
result in poor  
print reproduction, the images will appear 
“fuzzy” on the printed product. 

• 600 ppi for vector or line art created in  
illustrator or photoshop. 

• NOTE: Any text layed out in a Photoshop 
document  
should be 600 ppi as well. 

• 300 ppi will be acceptable for vector/line art  
   for tabloids. 
• All fonts need to be embedded 
• Avoid Composite fonts
• Avoid using colored 6pt text
• Make sure any small text uses 100% K  
   or 100% black ink
• Double check overprints and transparency
• Avoid using spot colors, when they are  
   converted to CMYK. 
• Do not exceed 280% ink density for enamel  
   and 260% for newsprint stock.

FtP instruCtions:
directions on how to ftp files:

mac and pc users:
• Use an ftp client software like Filezilla,  

transmit or cyberduck, cuteftp, ect.
• Host: ftp.krause.com
• User ID: anonymous
• Password: their email address
• Go to the Inbound folder and look for the 

publication folder.
• Drag and drop your file into the  

publication folder.
• Files should be zipped or compressed prior to 

upload for unlocked file formats (native apps).

marketplace Classified advertising rates
Ad size 1x 3x 9x 12x 18x
full page $1,960  $1,760 $1,620  $1,458  $1,290
2/3 Vertical  1,405  1,267  1,170  1,050  927
1/2 Island  1,185  1,066  975  891  794
1/2 Horiz. 1,072  965  875  803  715
1/3 Vert./Sq. 824  762  695  640  567
1/4 Sq. 567  515  465  417  370
1/6 Horiz./Vert  454  422  381  350  315
3 in. x 1 column 185  170  155  140  125
2 in. x 1 column 130  118  108  98  88

ad material deadline: materials due day following ad close.

Classified ad dimensions:
full page: 7” x 10”
2/3 Vertical: 4.625” x 9.5”
1/2 Island: 4.625” x 7”
1/2 Horizontal: 7” x 4.625”
1/3 Vertical: 2.25” x 9.5”
1/3 Square: 4.625” x 4.625”
1/4 Horizontal: 7” x 2.25”
1/6 Horizontal: 4.625” x 2.25”
1/6 Vertical: 2.25” x 4.625”
3” x 1 column: 2.25” x 3”
2” x 1 column: 2.25” x 2”

Page size:
trim size: 7.75” x 10.5”
live Area: 7” x 10”
full-page Bleed: 8 x 10.75”
ad specifications and accepted advertising File Formats:
continuous tone and 600 dpi minimum resolution for line art.

full page
7" x 10"

2/3 Vert.
4.625" x 9.5"

1/2 Island
4.625" x 7"

1/2 Horiz.
 7" x 4.625"

1/3 Vert.
2.25" x 9.5"

1/3 Square
4.625" x 4.625"

1/4 Square
 3.375" x 4.625"

1/4 Horiz
 7" x 2.25"

1/6 Vert.
 2.25" x 4.625"

3"
 2.25" x 4.625"

2"
 2.25" x 2"

1/6 Horiz.
 4.625" x 2.25"

general Conditions: Cancellations must be made in writing and are not accepted after the published ad closing date. Publisher reserves the unrestricted right to reject any advertising at any time after receiving proofs of text and illustrations. Publisher holds advertiser and/or its agency jointly and separately 
liable for such monies as are due. publisher shall not be liable for any costs or damages for failing to publish an ad. position of ads is at the discretion of the publisher except when a specific position is expressly guaranteed in writing. publisher is not responsible for insertion of incorrect pub set key codes. 
It is understood that, in consideration of the publication of advertisements, the advertiser and agency jointly and severally, will unconditionally indemnify and save that publisher, its agents, employees, and officers harmless on demand, from and against any and all loss, liability, and expense (including 
reasonable attorney fees) suffered or incurred by any reason of any claims, proceedings, or suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, plagiarism, copyright infringement, and any other claims or suits based on contents or subject matter of advertisement. Credit and Payment terms: All advertisers must have 
a credit application on file before any advertisement is published. Once credit is approved, payment terms are net 30 days/2% monthly late fee. agency Commission: 15% commission to recognized advertising agencies on general advertising rates only. commission forfeited if not paid within 30 days.

production coordinator:  
Vicky Koss 715.350.7113  
Vicky.Koss@fwcommunity.com
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gundigest.com is the go-to
destination for top gun enthusiasts
gun sportsman look to gundigest.com for the latest industry 
trends, product reviews and everything else about guns, ammo 
optics and related gear. it’s a thriving site that is growing in traffic 
and reputation each month.

gundigest.com web site
unique visitors: 320,000+
page views: 700,000+

gundigest.com web site banner ad opportunities
+ Rectangle, 1st (300 x 250) $20 CPM
+ Rectangle, 2nd (300 x 250) $15 CPM

gundigest.com newsletters
When our readers aren’t shooting or cleaning guns, they’re 
reading about them. it’s their passion. the weekly newsletters 
written by the staff at gun digest keeps these leading gun and gun 
accessory buyers informed. gun digest offers three newsletters to 
serve the needs of our audience.

gun digest Weekly enewsletter 
sent on monday to more than 106,000 opt-in subscribers.
news about shooting, products and trends is never-ending. the 
gun digest newsletter fills in for what’s happening between issues 
of the magazine for 106,000+ opt-in subscribers.

gun digest Weekly enewsletter banner ad opportunities
+ Rectangle, 1st (300 x 250) $20 CPM
+ Rectangle, 2nd (300 x 250) $15 CPM

Concealed Carry Weekly enewsletter
sent on tuesday to more than 33,000 opt-in subscribers.
reach gun digest’s well-armed citizens. the concealed carry 

newsletter is an ideal vehicle to deliver your message to an 
audience of active concealed carry practitioners.

Concealed Carry Weekly enewsletter banner ad 
opportunities
+ Rectangle, 1st (300 x 250) $20 CPM
+ Rectangle, 2nd (300 x 250) $15 CPM

modern shooter Weekly enewsletter
delivered on thursday to more than 46,000 opt-in subscribers.
the latest in Ar-15 rifles, carbines and accessories plus cutting-
edge tactical guns and gear make up the content of this unique 
newsletter.

modern shooter Weekly enewsletter banner ad 
opportunities
+ Rectangle, 1st (300 x 250) $20 CPM
+ Rectangle, 2nd (300 x 250) $15 CPM

dedicated email Broadcast
sent to more than 100,000 opt-in subscribers when you want.
your message is sent directly to gun owners across America 
who are looking for the latest information on guns and gear. your 
message delivered to their email address. 

deB ad opportunity
+ cost per send: $35 cpm
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online production specifications 

newsletter and web banner ads:
• Rectangle: 300 x 250 pixels
• Maximum file size: 45k
• Acceptable file size: jpg or gif
• Animation: 3 loops or 15 seconds

dedicated email Blast
•  HTML format preferred, creative to be maximum 640 pixels wide, file size 

must be under 40K
• HTML creative must be to F+W Media by 3 days prior to send date.
• If CSS needs to be used in the HTML, styles must be imbedded.
• If design is required, creative must be to F+W Media 4 days prior.
• Subject line must accompany creative.

Contact for digital production:
Onlineads@fwcommunity.com

send digital advertising material to:
Onlineads@fwcommunity.com

Concealed Carry enewsletter

ar-15 enewsletter

general Conditions: cancellations must be made in writing and are not accepted after the published ad closing date. publisher reserves the 
unrestricted right to reject any advertising at any time after receiving proofs of text and illustrations. Publisher holds advertiser and/or its agency 
jointly and separately liable for such monies as are due. publisher shall not be liable for any costs or damages for failing to publish an ad. position of 
ads is at the discretion of the publisher except when a specific position is expressly guaranteed in writing. publisher is not responsible for insertion 
of incorrect pub set key codes.
it is understood that, in consideration of the publication of advertisements, the advertiser and agency jointly and severally, will unconditionally 
indemnify and save that publisher, its agents, employees, and officers harmless on demand, from and against any and all loss, liability, and 
expense (including reasonable attorney fees) suffered or incurred by any reason of any claims, proceedings, or suits for libel, violation of right of 
privacy, plagiarism, copyright infringement, and any other claims or suits based on contents or subject matter of advertisement. Credit & Payment 
terms: All advertisers must have a credit application on file before any advertisement is published. once credit is approved, payment terms are 
net 30 days/2% monthly late fee. agency Commission: 15% commission to recognized advertising agencies on general advertising rates only. 
commission forfeited if not paid within 30 days.
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Present your product
with the impact of video
the combination of animation and sound is the
best way to show your product to interested buyers.

Present your product on modern shooter 
Modern Shooter outpaces typical firearms programs by drawing on skilled 
experts from leading firearms manufacturers such as glock, colt, ruger and the 
silencer shop to deliver a curriculum of topics that is sure to attract and keep the 
attention of every firearms enthusiast. our sponsors are face-to-face with firearms 
owners and users every day. they’re using this interaction to create and format 
the content for Modern Shooter. Because the show is dealing with cutting edge 
ideas and information, it’s a great environment to present the latest products. it’s 
a great opportunity for your company to present its products to nearly 200,000 
viewers each week.

Modern Shooter is aired on the sportsman channel starting in January 2016. 
it will be on monday at 8 p.m. every week through June 2016. each weekly 
program will be rebroadcast on thursday at 9:00 a.m. and on sunday morning 
at 1:30 a.m. which is ideal for west coast viewers. 
there will be 13 original programs broadcast a 
total of 78 times.

estimated audience: Weekly: 85,000 HH/195,500 viewers
Broadcast on: sportsman channel – only network 100% hunting, shooting
and fishing 24/7/365

online Video – Products in action/Pia
there’s no better way to show your product than in video. your 
product is presented to interested consumers with animation 
and sound – the perfect combination for hunters to see for 
themselves why your product is right for them.

make it easy for hundreds of thousands of gun sportsmen to see 
your product demonstration video. place it on the gun digest 

products in Action platform on www.gundigest.com. this new 
feature starting in January 2015 will present dozens of videos 
for top shooters to view with the click of button when they visit 
the gun digest web site. your video will include analytics that 
will provide the number of viewers, average length of time, and 
regional location of viewer. Best of all, the gun owner viewing 
your video has the option to go right to your web site to purchase 
the gear being shown.

Products in action video
supplied video of 5 minutes or less in length
1 video ........................ $1,200 ($100 per month) 
3 to 6 videos .............. $1,020 ($85 per month) 
7 to 10 videos ........... $900 ($75 per month)

as a modern shooter show sponsor, you’ll receive:
• 30-second commercial spot in each show.
• Billboard (10 seconds) at beginning of each episode with voiceover.
• Closing credits (name along with web site address)
• Product exclusivity in the show.
• Your product used on program 
• Display of your logo in all promotional material for show (print and online)
• Year-long posting of all video segments from show that use your products.
   these postings will be part of our “products in Action” section on
   gundigest.com starting January 2016.


